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April 8, 2024
Blog – Enhancing Your PDF Book Index with Clickable Hyperlinks




Including an index with clickable hyperlinks in your PDF book offers numerous advantages. By simply clicking on a term within the index, readers are swiftly directed to the corresponding page in the PDF. This functionality significantly enhances the document’s usability, enabling readers to navigate effortlessly to specific sections of interest, thereby elevating the overall reader experience. Thankfully, achieving this feat is straightforward with PDF Index Generator software. By enabling a specific option in the program 
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November 14, 2021
Blog – I do not have time to write an index for my book! … Can i just skip it?




The short answer is “No”. You should not skip the index section if you want your book to succeed. Imagine that you have written a home medical book guide. Sarah, is a mother who purchased your book, and one day she had to stop her child’s arm from bleeding, after an accident she had. She rapidly opens your book. She has no time to examine the book content, so she moves to the index section. 


 
back-of-book, book indeixng, book index, book indexing software, Book Publishing, book writing, indexing prices, indexing services, indexing tool 
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October 8, 2021
Blog – How much does it cost to index a book?




If you have finished writing your non-fiction book content, you will mainly start finalizing the book by preparing some other important sections. One of those sections that every book should have is the index section. You’re probably wondering if you should employ an indexer or do it yourself when creating a book index. For some authors, the cost of indexing a book is the most important element influencing their selection. If the writer’s budget allows, 
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September 26, 2020
Blog – Estimated time to build book index




How much time does it take to complete the indexing for a book? You have now finished writing your book, and it’s time to build its back index. You might wonder how long does it take to have your book index ready, so you could manage your timeline to keep the index ready in time. Let’s tell you this in breif in addition to some useful advices: 1. Length of book: It all depends on 
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March 9, 2020
Blog – 10 tips you should know before starting your book indexing career




Indexing books could be a profitable home business. The one who indexes books is called a book indexer. These are 10 important tips every indexer should know before starting his book indexing career: 1. Skills & Talents: To succeed in this job you must have good skills and talents. Skills like excellent language skills and a high reading comprehension. Talent of analyzing what you read, extracting the right & useful data from it. Talent of 


 
book indexer, book indexer tips, book indexing, book indexing jobs, indexing career, indexing tips, professional indexer 
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December 2, 2019
Blog – Ignore indexing all footnotes while indexing your book!




When preparing your book index you should start by collecting the index terms from your book, then you spend some time grabbing their page numbers from the book. You can use PDF Index Generator software to easily grab their page numbers, as you can simply import your list of terms inside the program, then you let it do the magic. Some might prefer to ignore the occurences of the index terms if they’re located in 
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November 18, 2019
Blog – Creating a names index for your book, with names sorted by last names




Many authors would like to see the indexed names for their book index sorted alphabetically according to last names instead of first names. Some even create a separate index for names only if their book has many names, like some historical books. The following video explains in full details how to accomplish that with the least effort required: The tutorial explains how to use the PDF Index Generator program to import your list of names, 


 
back of the book, back-of-book, book index, book indexing, book indexing software, document indexing, index generator, indexer, names index, text extraction 
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July 4, 2019
Blog – What is the location of the index within a book?




Every book consists of a number of sections, like the Title page, the Copyright page, the Table of Contents, the Preface, etc. One of the most important sections that any non-fiction book must have is the Index section. It’s best to insert the Index as the last section in the book, after the Bibliography or the References sections. If the book has no Bibliography or References, then you can put it after the Glossary section. 
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June 29, 2018
Blog – What is the Chicago Manual of Style (CMOS)?




The Chicago Manual of Style is a book created by the University of Chicago Press which was established in 1891. This book is specialized in putting guidelines for how to speak, pronounce & write American English in a right way. It’s the official source for the American language guidelines in the US. They put guidelines for American Grammar & writing any press release. For ease you can pronounce it as CMOS instead of the long 
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September 20, 2016
Blog – Indexing all names in a book just in 10 minutes!




Congratulations! Finally you have finished writing your book. Now your publisher asks who is doing your book index. Of course you can hire an indexer, or you can create the index yourself. Sometimes creating the back of your book index is much easier than you think, and that is what i am going to explain in this article. Below is a historic book that has many names, and i want to create a names back-of-book 
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September 20, 2016
Blog – To index my book or not to index it … That is the question!




Any author who finishes writing his first book will mostly ask these questions: Do I really have to create an index for my book? Can’t I just skip it? An index is just an old fashion. Does anyone still use that? Isn’t there any program to create that index for me?! … We’re in the 21st century! Well, let’s answer those questions and try to help you decide whether or not to create an index for 
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September 20, 2016
Blog – 10 tips you should know before creating your book index




If you have finished writing your book then you should be willing to create an index for it. The back-of-book index is a main component of any successful book. Creating the book index yourself is not hard if you know the rules and steps you should follow to accomplish it in a professional way. I will mention 10 important tips you should know before starting your index. The main target of those tips is to 
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September 19, 2016
Blog – Why is a Book Index important?




The back-of-book-Index is one of the most important and critical parts of your book. Here are some hints you should know about the book Index so you can understand why it is that important : The book Index is useful for potential buyers to have a fast look at the book contents and easily check if it covers particular topics they are looking for, to decide if to buy your book or not. The index is 
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September 19, 2016
Blog – What is a book Index?




In the simplest terms, a book index is simply a key to locating information contained in a book. It is also known as back-of-the-book index, as it is mostly found at the end of the book. The words of the Index are sorted Alphabetically. Here is an Index screenshot below : Book index sample The Index words should be relevant and of interest to a possible reader of the book, so they can easily guide 
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David Potter





Everything worked like a charm. This is a great product.


David Potter

Department of Classical Studies

The University of Michigan
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Everything worked like a charm. This is a great product.  
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PDF Index Generator is an easy program to use now that I know what I need to do.


John Peterson

Publisher and Editor
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I am exicited about using this software! It seems to be the perfect solution for what I needed.


Pam Bender

Project Manager/Trainer
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I see your software is so powerful, I have roughly indexed my 500-page book in less than 1 min. Amazing...
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I see your software is so powerful, I have roughly indexed my 500-page book in less than 1 min. Amazing !!!  
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I am very impressed with the performance ... Amazing.
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